
Shihiya Chazara Hatmana Test 

Answer at least 60.  Include a brief explanation for at least half. Hatzlacha!  

1) a) Why did the chachomim assur shihiya?     b) Why did they assur chazara?   c) Why did they assur 

hatmana before Shabbos?   d) Why did they assur hatmana on Shabbos?      

2) a) What is the machlokes Rabanan and Chananya?     b) How do the Mechaber and Rama paskin?     

c) Give some examples of mitztamek vyafeh lo?     d) What are different situations where something 

would be mitztamek vra lo?    e) What is the shiur maachal ben drusai, practically speaking?   f) What is 

that shiur by a liquid?    g) By what time must the dish reach kma’achal ben Drusai? 

3)a) What are tzdadim that there should be no issur shihiya on our plata?   b) What are tzdadim that there 

should be an issur shihiya?  c) What’s lemaaseh? 

4)a) What are tzdadim that there shouldn’t be an issur shihiya on our gas stoves?   b) what are tzdadim 

to assur?   c) What’s lemaaseh?  d) Is the other sevara nidchis (2-4)? 

5)a) Must Yankel cover the knobs on the stove?  Explain.   b) Does ktuma have to lessen the heat?     c) 

Does a blech lessen heat?  Explain.   d) How does one accomplish ktuma on our stoves according to the 

Chazon Ish?   e) Does a blech over part of the fire help if it covers the whole part that is under the pot?   

f) Is aluminum foil enough to be considered a blech?   g) Yosef, you told me the purpose of a blech is so 

that we shouldn’t stoke the coals to make the fire stronger, Right?  So then if I turn the flame to the 

highest we shouldn’t need a blech ‘cuz then there is no such concern, No?    h) Also along the same line 

of reasoning, if I cover the knobs that should be enough, because that is how we do our “stoking”, No?   

i) May Sara change the heat setting after covering the knobs?   j) May she put on a blech on Shabbos?      

6)a) Can Rivky put the blech on if she doesn’t know what a hekker or hesech hadaas or giluy daas 

means?   b) Does it help if the maid or the five year old puts on the blech?   c) Rochel’s goyishe guest 

asked permission to put something on the stove.  Does Rochel have an issur shihiya?     d) The 

Goldbergers rented a hotel for sheva brachos and brought in a caterer to cater for them in the hotel.  If 

the caterer does shihiya are the Goldbergs oveir an issur?      e) Dovid doesn’t have a blech and he 

realized that the cholent wasn’t kmachal ben drusai at the onset of Shabbos and still isn’t kmachal ben 

drusai.  Must he remove it now from the fire?     f) What if he remembers a few hours later and by then it 

is already kmachal ben drusai? 

7)a) What is the hetter of kidra chaysa?    b) Does it help in a situation where it would be ready by the 

seuda if it would be a high flame?    c) Does it help where it will get to ma’achal ben drusai by the seuda?    

d) where it will cook by 10:00 at night? Explain.    e) by 12? Explain.   f) If they clearly speak out that they 

are only planning on eating it by day does that make it muttar to do?  g) What is the din bdieved in the 

situations in questions b c d e and f?   h) At what point in time must it be chaysa?    i) and what stage of 

being cooked is still considered chaysa? 

8)a) What is a kira and what is a kupach?    b) so, then what is a crockpot? Explain. c) What is a tanur 

and why is it more chamur?   d) In regards to which dinim is a tanur of the Shulchan Aruch more chamur 

(2,3)?    e) Which kulos of kira does tanur share (2,3)?   f) What is the din of our ovens? 

9)a) What is the din of the food if chas vshalom someone did shihiya by mistake?  b) on purpose?    c) 

chazara by mistake?   d) on purpose?    

10)a) What are the conditons necessary to mattir chazara?    b) and what are their reasons?   c)  What 

is the din bdieved if it’s not עודה בידו?    d) May one do chazara on a lach shenitztanen but not completely 

nitztanan?    e) a cold yavesh?    f) May Yosef move the cholent on the blech closer to being over the 

flame after he takes the soup off? 

11)a) What is the din bdieved if he did chazara when it wasn’t dayto l’hachzir?   b) What is the din bdieved 

if it’s על גבי קרקע?  c) Is our floor the same as theirs? Explain.  d) What din does the countertop have?  e) 

the refrigerator?                              part 2 to come b’ezras Hashem  



12)a) Can Sholom return the cholent ladle into the cholent if the potato remnant cooled off, without 

fulfilling the conditions of chazara?   b) May one do chazara without the tnaim to a place that it won’t get 

to yad soledes there?     c) May Doniel tilt the pot and pour out some cholent and then straighten it back 

onto the fire with no blech? 

13)a) Is there any issur chazara when returning the pot onto the fire before Shabbos? Explain.   b) As far 

as this din is there any difference between if the dish is fully cooked or not?  c) עודה בידו ודעתו להחזיר?   d) 

Does it help to turn on the flame high for a second? Explain.   e) How hot must it be able to get to before 

Shabbos and exactly by what time?    f) There is a shita that taking the pot off before Shabbos and doing 

chazara on Shabbos is different  than taking it off on Shabbos and doing chazara on Shabbos.  How do 

we paskin regarding this machlokes?   g) Which conditions of chazara does this machlokes apply to? 

Explain. 

14)a) Does keeping a hand on the pot help to make it not considered ‘on the floor’ or ‘on the counter’?    

b) If he took it off only to transfer to somewhere else and in the transfer put it down is that called ‘taken 

off’?     c) Daniel put some cholent in his plate and then decided he’d rather eat it later, can he put it back 

in the pot if he hasn’t yet put down the plate?     d) What if Daniel handed the plate to Dov, may it be 

returned to the pot? 

15)a) If the pot slipped off of the blech and fell may it be returned?      b) If it was taken off by mistake 

may it be returned?      c) What if the fire went out?     d) if the electricity blew?     e) Shira set up everything 

on the plata but forgot to turn it on.  May she transfer it to a neighbor’s plata? 

16)a) May Shimon move his cholent from a part of the blech which isn’t on the fire to a part that is over 

the flame?     b) May Sasson move his soup from a not yad soledes part of the blech to a yad soledes 

part?     c) what if it Sasson’s soup had originally been over the fire and then was moved away, and now 

he wants to move it back? 

17)a) May Reuven take kugel from the refrigerator and put it on his blech on Shabbos?     b) May Shimon 

put kugel on his plata?     c) May Levi put kugel on top of his crockpot?     d) May Yehuda put his kugel 

next to a bonfire?     e) May Yissachar put his kugel on top of the cholent pot on the blech?      f) May 

Zevulun put his kugel into the cholent that he just took off of the fire and uncovered it and put the kugel 

inside the pot on top of the cholent? 

18) Discuss pouring water from an urn into the cholent as far as --  a) making the urn fleishig through 

nitzuk or zeyah?     b) maybe it’s called cooking the water since it gives it a new taste?     c) מגיס?      d) 

if cholent is dry mamash bishul achar tzli?     e) Any other issues here for Ashkenazim or Sefardim? 

19)a) What is the stira between sif gimel and sif hey?     b) What is the terutz?      c) Explain the נידון about 

placing the kugel from the fridge onto an upside down empty pan on the blech or plata?       d) May one 

place challos on the blech itself to warm up?     e) on a plata? 

20)a) May Binyamin do hatmana on a fully cooked tavshil?     b) mitztamek vra lo?     c) Why is hatmana 

assur, even if he will cook the food, don’t we say אין בישול אחר בישול?   d) Yosef was matmin by mistake 

may the food be eaten?     e) What if it was done b’maizid?      f) Chaim fully wrapped the cholent pot on 

the counter after everyone had taken, to keep it warm for Chana who hadn’t woken up yet. Muttar?     g) 

May she eat it?      h) If he realizes it’s assur must he immediately uncover it?      

21)a) May one pour from a thermos into another matzav of hatmana?      b) May one put hot water into a 

thermos on Shabbos?     c) Is it muttar to put a towel around an urn?      d) What’s with wrapping challah 

in aluminum foil and putting into a crockpot?     e) What’s with wrapping kugel in aluminum foil and putting 

it into the cholent? 

22)a) What is better about pouring from the urn into a cup and then from there into the cholent?     b) 

What is worse?     c) What’s lemaaseh?     d) What about scooping in a ladel from the urn and then putting 

into the cholent?  

1) pshat in the pelediga Maharsha 3 times over (he’ara 23)? 

2) he’ara 57. Do the Chofetz Chaim and Reb Chaim Volozhiner not agree with the Mesilas Yeshorim? 

3) any insights on he’ara 11 (and 15 and 16)? 


